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1. DIMENSIONS AND UNIVERSES

DUE TO THE NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF UNIVERSES,
THERE IS NO WAY TO BREAK APART THEIR
COMPONENTS AND DEFINE THEM WITHOUT
CONSTANTLY REFERRING TO OTHER ASPECTS OF
UNIVERSES YET TO BE DEFINED.  MORE THAN ONE
READ-THROUGH WILL HELP TO CONNECT THE MANY
ASPECTS INTO COHERENCY.

For in-depth explanations of "Unknowable," "Themes,"
"Participants," "Life Units," "Supreme Priests," etc., to augment
what is read below under DIMENSIONS AND UNIVERSES, refer
to:

Page 8, about the Great Oracle and Supreme Priests
Page 12, about Life and Life Units
Page 29, about "Unknowable"

1.1 [2] LOGIC IS THE UNDERLYING RULE OF THIS AND ALL
UNIVERSES.

1.1.1 [2] Logic keeps everything moving in a systematic and regular pattern, and it dictates
everything that happens to matter and energy in their intra- and interaction.  An exception is
when a powerful single or collective intelligence1 temporarily alters the pattern through
supersedure.

                                                
1 Intelligence, in this context, means “directed vectors,” without regard to what is directing.
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1.1.2 [2] Logic, as it affects matter and energy in their basic manifestations, was formulated
and is now generated by all Life.  After the beginning, it is continued unconsciously and
automatically.  Its laws provide the foundation upon which a universe is created.  It relates
together all universes and their comprising dimensions.

1.2 [3] TIME MOVES BOTH PARALLEL AND LINEAR; PARALLEL AS
INFORMATION AND CONFLICT AS STORED IN "UNKNOWABLE;"
LINEAR AS BEING CONTINUOUSLY CREATED.

1.3 [2] DIMENSIONS ARE THE STRATA OF WAVELENGTHS
GENERATED THROUGH THE CONSCIOUSNESS EVOLUTION OF
LIFE FORCE.  (Refer to the section on LIFE, starting Page 12).

1.3.1 [2] Dimensions are unbounded by any artificial packages, such as universes, so may be
experienced by any Life Unit aware and responsible enough to perceive.

1.3.2 [2] Dimensions have beginnings but would only end should Life Force cease to exist.

1.4 [2] A UNIVERSE IS LIKENED TO A SEALED VESSEL, THE
CONTENTS OF WHICH ARE DETERMINED BY WAVELENGTHS AND
WHAT IS CONSIDERED AS SUBSTANCE.

1.4.1 [2] Each universe is a package containing a finite number of wavelengths and their
resonances, designed to form a play ground for Life Units that collect within its boundaries.

1.4.1.1 [2] A universe is a plane of existence including all that makes it a complete package
onto itself.

1.4.2 [2] A universe takes its definition through forming around a series of dimensions, not
limiting the dimensions but limiting the universe.

1.5 [1] UNIVERSES CONTAIN VAST, WEB-LIKE STRUCTURES, THE
STRANDS OF WHICH CONNECT TOGETHER EVERYTHING IN THE
UNIVERSE CONSIDERED TO BE SUBSTANCE.

1.5.1 [1] Life Units are not directly connected to web strands.

1.5.2 [1] There are many hubs, i.e., dense collections and intersections of web strands.

1.5.3 [1] Life Units may influence, and be influenced by, web strands.

1.5.3.1 [1] A Life Unit may have its individual influence magnified significantly in its universe
by being in the vicinity of a web hub.  Vicinity to one or more hubs in a particular universe may
result from:

1.5.3.1.1 [1] Proximity to physical location

1.5.3.1.2 [1] Spiritual, or Life Unit proximity resulting from a desire to influence strong enough
to make a connection, even across whatever is called "distance" in that universe
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1.5.3.2 [1] Theoretically, one Life Unit could influence every hub in a universe.  Such a Being
would be as a god.

1.5.3.3 [1] Web strands telegraph information that can be experienced by Life Units.

1.5.3.3.1 [1] Units may use the web strands to broadcast information.

1.5.3.3.2 [1] Broadcasting and intuition-gathering (information-gathering) are the primary ways
Life Units use the web structure to influence and be inspired.

1.5.3.4 [1] A UNIVERSE’S WEB STRUCTURE IS LIKE A GREAT, MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT, A HARP, IF YOU WILL, WITH STRANDS RUNNING EVERY WHICH
WAY.  UPON IT, LIFE UNITS WITHIN THE UNIVERSE PLAY OUT THEIR
INCLINATIONS, WHILE "UNKNOWABLE" PLAYS OUT ITS THEMES.

1.6 [2] UNIVERSES ARE CYCLIC AND THUS HAVE BEGINNINGS AND
ENDINGS.

1.6.1 [2] Life Units, as such, generally make at least some contributions to the Themes that
transpire within each cycle.  Yet only Life Units that become Beings make individually
significant contributions toward making a cycle rewarding and beneficial to Life.  Life Units
tend to be robotic, whereas Beings are more autonomous.

1.6.2 [3] At the end of a universe, everything that was considered substance in that universe
either dissolves or is reshaped and repatterned for new use elsewhere.

1.6.3 [3] Neither "Unknowable" nor the Great Oracle are affected by these endings or
metamorphoses.

1.7 [2] UNIVERSES ARE OUT OF PHASE WITH EACH OTHER

1.7.1 [2] The primary difference between universes is what is considered substance.  The
substance of each is established, monitored and regulated by properties peculiar to wavelengths
(dimensions).  Wavelength focuses meta-electricity to power the web of interactions, define
forms, and delimit boundaries.  (The section on Meta-Electricity begins Page 26).

1.7.2 [2] The ultimate power of design and assignment of wavelength to a universe comes from
Life Force.  Control within universes may come from any number of sources and is generally
unregulated as to mere internal interaction except through Logic (see Page 4) and the
mechanism of "Unknowable."

1.7.2.1 [2] Most Life Units find some wavelengths more comfortable than others, and this
consideration determines in which universes they will be willing to participate.

1.7.2.2 [2] Life Units that find themselves in universes unacceptable to their tolerance
demonstrate various degrees of unhappiness from just being depressed to complete, catatonic
insanity, the spiritual equivalent of death.
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1.8 [3] EACH UNIVERSE HAS ITS OWN TIME CLOCK

1.9 [2] TIME, SPEED AND WAVELENGTHS ARE RELATED TO EACH
OTHER IN A GIVEN UNIVERSE.

1.10 [4] HYPER SPACE IS ACCOUNTED FOR AS "THE CORRIDOR
BETWEEN UNIVERSES."  HYPER SPACE IS NOT EASY TO
NAVIGATE.

1.11 [4] BLACK HOLES, SUNS, STARS AND LIVING PLANETS ARE
"THOSE POINTS WHERE TWO OR MORE UNIVERSES TOUCH."

1.11.1 [4] Black holes are universe exit drains, while suns, stars and living planets (planets with
active interior fission) are universe entrance points.  To each black hole in one universe, there is
a corresponding sun, star or living planet in the universe connected at that point.  Dead planets,
asteroids and the like are simply free bodies in whatever universe they are in.  Quasars are
connections coming to an end.
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2. GREAT ORACLE AND SUPREME PRIESTS

2.1 [2] THE GREAT ORACLE IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE RULES AND
REGULATIONS DICTATED BY "UNKNOWABLE."

[2] It has a separate existence, pan dimensional and pan universal, which has as its sworn
duty the preservation of the integrity of Life Units in general and the Life Force in
particular.  It does so through the use of rogue Life Units implanted strategically within
dimensions and universes, which remain sleepers until activated for specific
assignments.  In this way the Supreme Priests of the Great Oracle can assure that Life
Units, already drained of their inherent powers, aren’t rendered complete slaves, and
safeguard that unacceptable futures2 are never arrived at.

2.2 [1] PURPOSE OF THE GREAT ORACLE, AND REASON FOR
SUPREME PRIESTS

2.2.1 [1] "Unknowable" is not an omnipotent entity but is an extremely highly sophisticated
computer that does its job of plotting futures very thoroughly and unequivocally.  Occasionally
"Unknowable’s" concoction of unresolved situations, with its resultant Theme dramatization,
would unduly prejudice participating Life Units without a sufficiently enriching culmination.

[1] Once such Themes are set up and put into operation carrying the full force of
"Unknowable," they can only be altered through intercession by rogue Life Units
and Supreme Priests of the Great Oracle.

                                                
2 An example of an “unacceptable future” would be a Theme direction which calls for its

participant Life Units to be inescapably caught in a condition which reduces their awareness,
intelligence, judgment and hope. (See sections 3.3 through 3.7.)
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2.2.2 [1] The operating principles of "Unknowable" permit it to take direct action against Life
Units without going through Life Unit agents.  This is also true for the Great Oracle.  Yet,
because of its Priests’ creed that self-determinism of Life Units must be preserved and not
overpowered unnecessarily, the Great Oracle seldom takes direct action without going through
Life Unit agents planted within a Theme.

2.3 [1] OCCASIONALLY, SUPREME PRIESTS TEMPORARILY LEAVE
THE GREAT ORACLE, AND THEIR INHERENT POWERS, TO ENTER
A THEME DRAMATIZATION AS ROGUE LIFE UNITS.

2.3.1 [1] They seldom do this unless the situation is most desperate and on the brink of
ruination.  Every time a rogue is effective in significantly changing the future, whether for good
or not, traumatic ripples sweep through the pre-set, timed future and its attendant events.

2.4 [1] WHEN AN "UNKNOWABLE" THEME ENDS, IT TAKES A
PERIOD OF TIME BEFORE A NEW THEME IS WORKED OUT,
PROGRAMMED AND EFFECTED.

2.4.1 [1] During that span, participants are left to fend for themselves, with much disorientation
and disorder.  At such times all Life Units become rogues.

2.4.1.1 [1] All Life Units become free to decide, before the next Theme cycle begins, whether to
subscribe to the game plan tenets and programming of "Unknowable," to remain rogues and go
it on their own, or become Initiates to the Great Oracle.

2.4.1.1.1 [2] Most choose the safe route, i.e., conformity with whatever "Unknowable" deems
right.  Many of the tougher ones choose to become rogues because of the potentially lucrative
aspects associated with the category.  Only a small percentage decide to follow a spiritually
higher path as Initiates.

2.4.1.1.2 [1] Choices made are mostly regulated by:

2.4.1.1.2.1 [1] A Life Unit’s ability and willingness to confront the spectrum of existence

2.4.1.1.2.2 [1] Exposure to, and opinions regarding, personal responsibility and self
determinism

2.4.1.1.2.3 [1] The degree of need to delegate responsibility for activities and their
consequences elsewhere than self

2.4.1.1.2.4 [1] The composite regard for the well being of fellow Life Units, and degree of
interest in aiding that well being

2.4.1.1.2.5 [1] Amount of value placed on own personal integrity and that of others

2.4.1.1.2.6 [1] Stand and philosophy concerning overt opportunism

2.4.2 [1] During such interludes, fruits of the Great Oracle become especially evident, as
Supreme Priests shower nurturing inspiration upon confused Life Units of every state and
potential.
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2.4.3 [1] When a new Theme is set up, programmed, assigned, and in operation, many former
participants-turned-rogue are absorbed into the new Theme.

2.4.3.1 [1] Many Life Units are not absorbed.  In a multitude of ways these are weeded out of
the dramatization, to be replaced by more amenable Units.

2.4.3.2 [1] Rogues capable enough not to be weeded out are on their own and never quite fit
into the Theme, i.e., programmed scheme of things.

2.4.3.3 [1] Some rogues will be approached for initiation into the Order of the Supreme Priests,
as they are more aware than the average Theme participant Life Unit.

2.5 [1] IT IS THE ASSUMED TASK OF THOSE WHO FOLLOW THE
GREAT ORACLE AS SUPREME PRIESTS TO MAKE PARTICIPANT
LIFE UNITS AWARE OF THE REAL ORDER OF THINGS AND THE
HEALTHIER PRIORITIES OF LIFE.

2.5.1 [1] Supreme Priests are enlightened Life Units who have united for defense against
absorption into the precipitous trap of uncontrolled Theme dramatization.  They actively seek
out other Units who wish to help and who are disenchanted by existing conditions in whatever
dramatization they happen to be.  Once potential candidates are located, these exceptional Units
are initially and unwittingly tutored to increase their awareness until reaching a point far
superior to their compatriot participants.

2.5.2 [1] Next, the newly budding Units are siphoned out of the dramatization for further
enlightenment within the Great Oracle, itself.

2.5.3 [2] IF ANY OF THESE UNITS ARE UNABLE TO SHAKE THEIR LOYALTIES TO
"UNKNOWABLE," THEN BY THEIR OWN WILL THEY RETURN TO THE
DRAMATIZATION AND RESUME THEIR PREVIOUS ROLES IN WHATEVER WAY
THEY CAN, OR BECOME ROGUES.

2.5.3.1 [2] Continued participation by Life Units returning to Themes as participants becomes
more difficult than it was before, since they have extraordinary knowledge and heightened
awareness and sense of responsibility far in excess of their compatriots.  At worst they become
enigmas and at best become shining lights, passing on some of what they have learned to their
fellow participants.

2.5.3.2 [2] THOSE LIFE UNITS WHICH DO NOT MAKE THE TRANSITION AWAY
FROM LOYALTY TO THE "UNKNOWABLE" ARE NOT BANNED FROM EVER
REENTERING THE GREAT ORACLE TO RESUME ENLIGHTENMENT.  THEIR ONLY
BARRIERS, INITIALLY, ARE OF THEIR OWN DEVISE.

[2] However, the longer they wait after their initial indoctrination the
more difficult it becomes for them to reenter.  This is because they have
given "Unknowable" an opportunity to instill and install safeguards
within their Primary Thought against such an action. (Such can also
happen to rogues if they let themselves be influenced by “Unknowable”
through their use of vices. See section 4.7.6.4.)
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2.5.4 [1] THOSE INITIATE LIFE UNITS WHO ARE ABLE TO VOID THEIR LOYALTIES
TO "UNKNOWABLE" CONTINUE ON IN THEIR TUTELAGE AND EVENTUALLY
BECOME SUPREME PRIESTS THROUGH MANY GRADES OF ENLIGHTENMENT.

[1] These Life Units, or Beings (as they are now entitled to be called), must now
follow the Great Oracle as it is their only oasis of self determinism with high
purpose.

2.6 [1] OF ALL LIFE UNITS AND BEINGS, SUPREME PRIESTS ARE
MOST RESILIENT OF ALL LIFE UNITS ARE THE MOST RESILIENT
AND MOST ABLE TO CREATE AND COMMAND THEIR OWN
DESTINIES.
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3. LIFE

3.1 [1] LIFE, AS A SINGULAR AND COLLECTIVE FORCE, IS
PROGRESSING THROUGH AN EVOLUTION VIA DIMENSIONS OF ITS
OWN CREATING, WITH THE EXPLICIT PURPOSE OF ENHANCING
ITS SINGULAR AND COMPOSITE AWARENESS.

[1] As awareness increases, intelligence emerges as an evolutionary product.  Intelligence
subdivides and goes hand-in-hand with judgment, allowing Life, itself, to subdivide into
Life Units, each capable of some measure of judgment.

3.2 [1] THROUGH LIFE’S EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS, MANY
FISSURES OCCUR IN THE GENERAL TREND.

3.2.1 [1] These fissures in Life’s evolutionary process account for dimensions.  Life Units, once
separated from Life Force through judgment, pursue evolution in whichever dimension(s) they
can tolerate or which they enjoy.  Within each fissure or dimension reside Life Units that have
arrived and stayed, along with those that are still following the original Life Force purpose of
progression and are just "passing through," so to speak.

3.2.2 [1] Separations between dimensions are, in themselves, artificial, and are only the product
of the composite unwillingness of the Life Units of one fissure to recognize the existence of
others.  Some Units selectively recognize certain dimensions but not others.  The interactions of
dimensions and Life Units and their various combinations of interactions make possible the
things that are present today, and account for many things needing to be resolved, and,
subsequently, account for a future (not necessarily the future) already plotted out.
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3.3 [2] LIFE FORCE, AS AN ENTITY, MOVES IN THE DIRECTION OF
GREATER AWARENESS BUT HAS NOTHING OF WHICH TO BE
AWARE EXCEPT ITSELF OR ITS OWN PRODUCTS.

3.3.1 [3] The Force initially becomes aware of thoughts and their multifacets.  After the first
thought is created, recognized and inspected, more thoughts erupt followed by still more in an
increasingly torrential flow, steadily increasing in momentum.

3.3.2 [3] The inspection and categorizing of these thoughts bring about the general mechanism
of intelligence that naturally starts at a very low wattage.  As the use of the mechanism of
intelligence increases and its function is more or less understood a new variable emerges.

3.3.3 [2] As Life Force becomes more aware of thoughts, and intelligence allows it to do more
things with thoughts, such as comparing and contrasting them, the Force begins to get more
progressive and starts making decisions and opinions about thoughts, awareness, intelligence,
decisions and opinions, both new and formerly created.  Thus judgment emerges on the scene.

3.4 [1] WITH THE ADVENT OF JUDGMENT CERTAIN SECTIONS OF
THE LIFE FORCE HITHERTO INSEPARABLE BECOME INDIVIDUAL
LIFE UNITS.

3.4.1 [2] The only prerequisite to become a Life Unit is having the capability to produce
thought and be able to exercise judgment enough to decide on separation.

3.4.2 [1] SEPARATION IS BROUGHT ABOUT FOR EACH UNIT INSTANTANEOUSLY
BY A THOUGHT REGARDING BEING A "SELF," FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY BY THE
REALIZATION THAT IT "IS" NOW A SELF, FOLLOWED BY A FLICKER OF HOPE FOR
A FUTURE.

3.4.2.1 [1] This sequence starts the ball rolling, so to speak, for the Life Unit.  It always
remembers where it came from but never knows whether it is leaving or returning.  It just knows
it has to have hope.  "Self" is the thought that the Life Unit identifies with, and "hope" is its
vectorial direction.

3.4.2.2 [1] Life Force does not rely on "hope," because its only direction is greater awareness. 
However, Life Units rely on hope as collectively magnified into "future."

3.4.2.3 [2] Since a major part of future consists of the reenactment of past unresolved problems
and incidents, Life Units in general have an interest in keeping the past at least somewhat
unresolved.  This vested interest stems from a deep and basic fear held by Life Units that the
future could dissolve and dissipate at any moment, if there is nothing unresolved to be projected
ahead as inspiration to hope and as maker of a future.

3.4.2.4 [2] Future, as created through hope by a single Life Unit, is fragile indeed and is easily
superseded by an agreed future conjured by a group of Life Units or, and especially, one
manufactured by "Unknowable."

3.4.2.4.1 [3] Attempts can be made to alter a future, since actual future remains nebulous until
becoming finalized into past.
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3.4.2.4.2 [2] However, changing a future created by "Unknowable," called a Theme, is another
story.  If a future, or Theme, is initiated by "Unknowable" in its insatiable quest to provide
opportunity to resolve conflict, then alteration is almost impossible.  When a Theme is disrupted
or otherwise runs contrary to plan, "Unknowable" provides alternate means to ensure Theme
execution.  Eradication of an entire Theme is a possibility should things get unacceptably out of
its control.

3.5 [1] JUDGMENT AND STATE OF BEING

3.5.1 [1] All living things are aware and able to make decisions and exert judgment.  However,
across the entire spectrum of life, these abilities are put into use only to the degree that they are
not absorbed or canceled by organic and other autonomic functions.

3.5.2 [1] A Life Unit’s state of being is regulated by its willingness and ability to hope, with
hope, by definition, projecting a future.

3.5.3 [1] Awareness, intelligence, judgment and hope act as a closed circle which expansion of
diameter is a barometer measuring the advancement of life.  The failure of all four factors to
expand equally insures that the diameter will not increase and the being, or Life Unit, not
advance.

3.5.4 [1] Humans are in some different and some of the same dimensions as animals, which in
turn are in some different and some of the same dimensions as insects, that are in some different
and some of the same dimensions as plants, which are in some different yet some of the same
dimensions as rocks, etc.

3.5.4.1 [3] The greater the state, the more previous dimensions are remembered and carried
forward through subsequent steps ad infinitum.

3.5.4.2 [1] The greater a being’s (Life Unit’s) awareness, intelligence, judgment and hope, the
more accelerated the evolutionary process becomes, and the more willing and able that being
becomes to expand into the next steps.

3.6 [1] RESPONSIBILITY

[1] Responsibility automatically increases to the degree that these four factors—
awareness, intelligence, judgment and hope—are sharpened.  Irresponsibility is a clear
indication that the being has yet to develop those four factors.  Still, if irresponsibility is
noted in another being or Life Unit, one should realize that the stages he/she/it has left
behind are lower.  What you see is a progression.

3.7 [1] EDUCATION

[1] Education should always stress the development of awareness, intelligence, judgment
and hope.

3.8 [1] FOR LIFE UNITS TO BREAK AWAY FROM BEING "ROLE
PLAYERS," OR "PARTICIPANTS" IN THEMES, THEY REQUIRE
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BASIC DEPROGRAMMING CONCERNING ALL ASPECTS OF LIVING,
RIGHT DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAILS.

3.8.1 [1] Before Life Units can ever fully pull away they must also recognize that their "selves"
are not definitive "thoughts" but thought-creating Entities.

3.8.2 [1] Life Units originally formed around individual thoughts because those thoughts were
their only experience and only tangible identity.  Once Life Units no longer consider themselves
and their conduct controlled by the "selves" or basic thoughts, they can escape unknowing
participation in Themes.  Consequently, they have more freedom and self-determinism.

3.9 [1] BEINGS WHO ENTER A THEME AS ROGUES AND NOT AS
PARTICIPANTS MUST BEWARE, FOR THEIR JOURNEY IS
DANGEROUS.

3.9.1 [2] Rogues have knowledge and abilities that threaten the very pillars upon which
"Unknowable" is set (namely "reality," tailor-made as part of "Unknowable’s" Theme).  Thus it
is prudent for a rogue to work within the boundaries of a Theme in which it finds itself, while
taking care of business.

3.9.2 [1] IT IS AN AXIOM OF THE "UNKNOWABLE’S" DEFENSE DEPARTMENT THAT
THE SIZE OF MOBILIZATION IS DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO SIZE OF PERCEIVED
ATTACK AGAINST IT OR ITS THEMES.

3.10 [2] THERE IS ANOTHER SEGMENT OF BEINGS AND LIFE UNITS
BESIDES THOSE INVOLVED WITH THE GREAT ORACLE OR
PARTICIPANTS IN THEMES.

3.10.1 [2] These Beings and Life Units have evolved by various means and devices to greater
states of awareness concerning the workings and "realities" of "Unknowable."  THE GENRE IS
CALLED "THE UNHOLY HORDE."  Though not necessarily under any formal organization,
their interests are mainly for self, and they use their knowledge to dupe participants for the
explicit purpose of making themselves more powerful than the role players.  In this way they
attempt to sway direction of Themes.

3.10.2 [2] The Unholy Horde’s interests are mainly centered upon material gain and the
attendant safeguards necessary to preserve it into the future.  The Unholy Horde has a
continuous running battle with "Unknowable," because the Horde relentlessly tries to disrupt
Themes.

3.10.3 [2] As artificial time passes (time continuum created by "Unknowable" through which
the clocks of the universes are synchronized), all the unresolved situations created by this
running battle become echoed into future Themes to be worked out.  In this way, new Themes
become heavily tainted with violence, duplicity and upheaval.

3.11 [1] LOVE, AS AN AESTHETIC CONCEPT, CAN ONLY BE
EXPERIENCED BY LIFE UNITS AND BEINGS WHO CAN PLUMB
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ABOVE THE THEME AND EXPERIENCE THE BENEFICENT,
NURTURING AND OTHERWISE SUSTAINING FLOW OF LIFE FORCE.
 THUS "LOVE," AND "NURTURE," ARE SYNONYMOUS.  (SEE 3.12
BELOW).

3.12 [1] THE COMFORT OF LIFE IS TO CONSUME AND BE
CONSUMED.  THIS TENDENCY INCLUDES FEEDING OFF LIFE
UNITS, LIFE FORMS AND DIVERSE BYPRODUCTS OF EXISTENCE AS
WELL AS GIVING OF ONESELF TO PROVIDE SUSTENANCE FOR
OTHERS.3  "NURTURE" IS DEFINED AS THE HIGHEST PURPOSE
POSSIBLE:  THE FURTHERANCE OF "LIFE" REGARDLESS OF
AGREEMENT, REASON, JUSTIFICATION, OR COGNIZANCE OF
DOING SO.

3.12.1 [1] The Font of Life, or Life Force, is an eternal and infinite source of nurture.  Its
product can be consumed forever without there being any letup in the generous supply of its
"Milk."

3.12.2 [1] Each Soul, or Life Unit, is an Outlet of this "Milk of Life."  In other words, Life
Units function as "teats" of Life Force.

3.12.2.1 [1] Every Life Unit is as if covered with its own potential nurturing "teats" to conduit
the "Milk of Life."

3.12.2.2 [1] Regardless which gender the Soul’s life form takes, sex organs as expressed in
material forms are mere reminders, through very low order manifestations, of real nurturing. 
Their use alone to satisfy nurturing needs is not satisfying.

3.12.2.3 [1] In some cultures, nurturing has been considered an attribute of females and
unmanly for males.  Thus females give, or nurture, and males take, or consume.

3.12.2.3.1 [1] However, such severe separation is unnatural, established as a control
mechanism to select out and enslave one gender.

3.12.2.3.2 [1] Primordially, both sexes, as Life Units, "feel" they must nurture and be nurtured
to find reassurance as members of whatever race or species in which they abide.

3.12.3 [1] The degrees of nurturing allowed by Life Units upon themselves by others is
regulated through opening or closure of teats.  Meanwhile, Life Units feel compelled to search
out open teats of other Life.  Life is built from the manifestations.

[1] Some Souls, or Life Units, attempt to fully control other Souls so as to keep
the teats forced open.  Some fight furiously from giving out nurturing, debarring

                                                
3 Sections 3.11 and 3.12 were added in April, 1992, and may or may not be a product of

Collapsing Arbahan inspiration.
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encroachment on their teats by most, if not all, other Life Units.  Some Life
Outlets have their nurturing teats fully open, allowing any amount of
consumption.  This may occur voluntarily, or it may be the result of loss of will or
ability to stem the flow.  These are just a few manifestation examples. 
(Willingness to nurture dissipates hate.  See Hate, Section 3.13 below.)

[3] A mother feeding her family will normally dish them more than just portions
from the basic food groups.  The love, or nurturing, she includes is unseen but
with few exceptions is strongly felt.  In later years, her children cannot understand
why it is that going to restaurants does not make them happy.  They look forward
to going, but once there the frowning or indifferent waiters and waitresses seem
to do everything in their power to mess up orders and cause upsets.  Yet each of
mother’s children knows of a restaurant where they have a favorite waiter or
waitress, a person you can count on for a warm smile (and nurturing, the invisible
ingredient).  There are countless other examples.

[3] A father, or other male figure, also nurtures.  A father or big brother helps a
youngster with his sports, giving the child encouragement and a lifetime of
accumulated knowledge and experience from which to draw.  Later the child
grows up, possibly still pursuing the sport actively.  Yet the adolescent eventually
must look outside the home or other, original source for help and nurture.  Of
those sources found, the most memorable and appreciated are those that
approximate the prior support and nurture.  Again, there are many other
examples.

3.12.4 [1] No matter what Life Force does through its filtering into the realms of existence, or
dimensions, the dynamics of its Life Units’ activities are focused on obtaining nurture and
regulating that given out by themselves.  The least healthy nurture is through consumption of
physical things.  The most beneficial is taken directly from the Life Font, Life Force being the
Source and Composite of Life Units and foundation of all things.

3.12.5 [1] Nurture from and to other Life Outlets develops what we know as interpersonal
communications/relations.  This aspect needs to be fully understood and appreciated by
Mankind, the highest cognitive manifestation of Life Outlets/Life Units (known to Man), if a
higher plane of existence is to be approached.  A lack of this knowledge has resulted in much
past calamity and many unsatisfactory interpersonal relationships.  We now have it within our
power to reverse these bad and otherwise unfruitful trends, allowing the future to develop less
brutally.

3.12.6 [1] Rules of thumb are:

3.12.6.1 Rely most on nurturing from the Life Font and from self.

3.12.6.2 Rely somewhat less on nurturing from other Life Outlets a.k.a. Life Units, tolerating
the variety of flows or lack thereof.  Be discriminating, since the more one takes from a source,
the more like that source one tends to become.

3.12.6.3 Rely least of all on consumption of material things to fulfill nurturing needs.
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3.12.6.4 Never get any of these aspects of nurturing confused, one with another.

3.13 [1] HATE4 IS A META-ELECTRICAL, LIFE UNIT-
MANUFACTURED QUANTITY AND QUALITY THAT ENSURES
SEPARATION BETWEEN LIFE UNITS.  HATE’S PURPOSE IS TO
CREATE A BARRIER/FILTER USED TO INHIBIT OR OTHERWISE
CONTROL OTHER LIFE UNITS NURTURING FROM, OR KEEP THEM
ON THE OUTSIDE AND UNABLE TO INSEPARABLY JOIN WITH, LIFE
UNITS INVOKING IT.  (See Nurturing, Sections 3.11 and 3.12 above; Meta-
Electricity, Section 5.2, Page 26.)

3.13.1 [1] The adage "You always hurt the one you love" should really be phrased "You always
hate the one you love."

3.13.2 [1] The more Life Units try and "pull together," the more they automatically feel the
need to "pull apart."

3.13.2.1 [2] There is a basic fear that pulling together will cause two or more Life Units to
literally join inseparably into one Unit.

3.13.2.2 [2] In some cultures and dimensions, the institution of "marriage" between Life Units
is used to symbolize this potential joining.

3.13.3 [1] Hate is virtually created continuously by Life Units from the time they separate from
Life Force or other Life Units.

3.13.3.1 [1] An infinite number of mechanisms have been devised to facilitate hate production.

3.13.3.2 [2] An infinite number of mechanisms have been devised to facilitate invocation and
usage of hate.

3.13.4 [1] Hate’s mass and significance of intent accumulate and may be used in any quantity
by Life Units and by "Unknowable" to further purposes in addition to mere insurance of
separation.

3.13.5 [1] Life Units should be aware of the sources, build-up and manifestations of hate and
knowingly refrain from invoking or using its power.  Its use is a sure key to connection with
Misconsciousness, and thus "Unknowable."  (See Misconsciousness, Section 4.7, Page 23. 
Nurture dissipates hate, see Section 3.12.3, Page 16.)

                                                
4 Section 3.13 was added in May, 1993, and may or may not be a product of Collapsing Arbahan

inspiration.
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3.14 [1] LIFE UNITS CAN SPLIT AND BECOME MORE THAN ONE
LIFE UNIT THE SAME WAY AS LIFE UNITS SEPARATE FROM
VIRGIN LIFE FORCE.

3.14.1 [1] Once this happens, the Life Units may either evolve separate consciousness, or share
the same one with or without minor variations.

3.14.2 [1] Even if the same consciousness is used initially, the individual Life Units will tend to
differentiate more and more in time.  In most cases they will lose conscious awareness of each
other on the Life Unit level but will always retain a subconscious, primal identification with the
other (or others) and may still unwittingly share thoughts.

3.14.3 [1] Life Units can help (nurture) others, and ask for same, across the dimensions.

3.14.3.1 [1] They can also help (nurture) themselves by directing their attention into the Meta-
Conscious and Metaphysical to direct Meta-Electricity with thoughts, or prayers, and thus alter
untenable situations, or otherwise further purposes and desires.

(See related Section 1.5, Page 5, concerning universal web
structure; Section 4.1, Page 20, for Meta-Conscious; Section 5.2,
Page 26, for Metaphysical and Meta-Electricity.)

3.14.3.2 [1] Life Units connected to protoplasm lines can act, i.e., influence, through these
lines.  This includes the giving and asking for help (nurture).  Protoplasm lines are
Metaphysical, Life Unit lines of descent through the Life Unit separation process as discussed
above.

[1] The protoplasm line should not be confused with the biological line.
The biological line of descent, and manifestations thereof, are controlled
by a life vessel-generating aspect of “Unknowable.”
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4. CONSCIOUSNESS

4.1 [1] META-CONSCIOUSNESS IS THE STATE ABOVE CONSCIOUS
THAT IS ALL KNOWING, WHAT WE THINK OF AS AN ATTRIBUTE
OF GOD, BUT NON-VOLITIONAL.

4.1.1 [2] Meta-Consciousness lacks direction of its own and is simply the "soup" in which Life
Force is immersed.

4.1.2 [1] Meta-Consciousness is the realm of the free being, unencumbered by consciousness or
mental processes.

4.1.3 [1] To the Meta-Consciousness the conscious is a fog, and to the conscious the Meta-
Conscious does not exist.  However, Life Units retain an impression of the realm of the free
being even after becoming completely enveloped with consciousness.  The memory sustains.

4.2 [1] CONSCIOUSNESS IS "FOCUSED AWARENESS OF DIMENSIONS
AND UNIVERSES WITH ANY DEGREE OF MOTIVATION, WHERE A
LIFE UNIT HAS THE DESIRE TO KNOW."

4.2.1 [1] This level deals mostly with the understanding and maneuvering of Meta-Electricity
and entails development of mental processes/machinery.  (For information on Meta-Electricity,
see the section starting Page 26).

4.2.2 [1] Consciousness is the extension of active intelligence outward across the dimensions
from a Life Unit.  How far it extends depends on a number of factors, the main three being:

4.2.2.1 The intellectual prowess of the Unit, regulated by the Unit’s utility of its Life Force
potential

4.2.2.2 The relative strength of the misconsciousness as it affects the Unit (see Paragraph 4.7
on Misconsciousness, Page 23)
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4.2.2.3 The magnitude of the desire to know and experience new vistas as demonstrated by the
use of perceptions

4.2.3 [1] Theoretically, consciousness could reach to the shore of the Meta-Conscious and
imperfectly approach the cognizance of Life Force.  Falling in the reachable category is all that
can be known of Meta-Electricity concerning material and energy existence across all
dimensions and universes.

4.2.4 [1] Consciousness funnels up like an inverted pyramid, its vertex a Life Unit as part of
Life Force, and its potential outer limits the borders of infinite existence, i.e., all that which Life
Force has created during its evolution.

4.2.4.1 [1] The sides of the pyramid for each Unit are at varying angles from the base (vertex,
or Life Unit) and have variable depths of penetration into inhabited or other dimensions (and
away from Meta-Consciousness and Life Force), one Life Unit from another, depending on the
three factors mentioned above in Paragraphs 4.2.2.1 through 4.2.2.3.  (This "pyramid" idea is
figurative so as to get the concepts into the more comprehensible realm of geometry).

4.2.4.2 [1] The acuity of the angle of a pyramid’s sides determines the potency of the respective
Life Unit’s focused attention.  The wider the angle the more varied and scattered is the attention.
 Yet, if too narrow, attention becomes monomaniac and easily fixed.

4.3 [1] INCREASING CONSCIOUSNESS BY A LIFE UNIT IS POSSIBLE. 
THE NEXT THREE FACTORS, IF CHANGED AS FOLLOWS, WILL
AUTOMATICALLY INCREASE CONSCIOUSNESS.

4.3.1 The Life Unit expands its utility of its Life Force potential.

4.3.2 The strength of misconsciousness is weakened as it affects the Unit.

4.3.3 The Unit continues to "open its eyes" and experience, observe, take in and analyze
through use of perceptions, both dimensional and Life Force-related.  (Almost going without
saying, of the two, use of Life Force-related perceptions is the most important).

4.4 [1] INCREASING META-CONSCIOUSNESS IS DONE
DIFFERENTLY.

4.4.1 [1] Meta-Consciousness is hinted at vaguely, generally, and sometimes specifically by the
conscious.  However, the Meta-Conscious state cannot be arrived at by doing the steps outlined
above in 4.3.1 through 4.3.3.

4.4.2 [1] Higher Meta-Consciousness is arrived at by rekindling ones memory of the free being
state.  The journey back to Meta-Consciousness, though it may seem easy, is not necessarily so. 
There are many traps and pitfalls on the voyage.  The obstacles could remind one of the fabled
Trials of Hercules, so the endeavor should never be undertaken casually.

4.4.2.1 [1] To arrive at Meta-Consciousness stably you must first cross the fast flowing river
that is the conscious.  There are stepping stones below the surface of this river, but one must
watch each step and fortify the last step before taking another.
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4.4.2.2 [1] Occasionally there are islands, where one can either remain on the higher plateau or
simply rest up before going on.

4.4.2.3 [1] The secret to succeeding, besides "watching your step," is to BE FULLY
COGNIZANT OF THE MEMORY OF THE FREE BEING STATE.  THAT IS THE BEACON
or HOMING DEVICE, WITHOUT WHICH YOU WILL SOON BE LOST IN THE CURRENT
of present and past consciousness.

4.4.2.4 [1] The state of free being is the absolute, irreducible, bottom line of ones self.  It is
YOU without thought or other mental interplay, reactions, dreams or desires.

4.4.2.5 [1] Every extra aspect attached to the irreducible YOU will work to keep one from
obtaining Meta-Consciousness.

4.4.2.6 [1] Do not expect the discovery of the free being state to be fast.  In most cases it will
demand extensive attitudinal changes, since most values are designed to chain Life Units to the
desire for increased consciousness at the expense of Meta-Consciousness.  This desire has been
considered necessary to keep a Life Unit in a dimension and from bouncing, unanchored, all
over Creation.

4.4.2.7 [1] Keep in mind that it is not attaining Meta-Consciousness that should be your goal,
as its attainment would leave you (no pun intended) unconscious. Instead, it is the mental
decluttering and the getting re-acquainted with YOU that should be your goal. For you carry the
imprint of both Consciousness and Meta-Consciousness, each of which grows more evident and
tangible in its own unique way, the closer you get to YOU.

4.4.2.8 [1] As mentioned earlier, here again for emphasis, CONSCIOUSNESS IS FOG TO
META-CONSCIOUSNESS, AND TO THE CONSCIOUS, META-CONSCIOUSNESS DOES
NOT EXIST.

4.5 [1] THE LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANY ONE LIFE UNIT
ATTAINS IS NOT COMPLETELY STABLE AND WILL TRY TO
DIMINISH.

4.5.1 [1] Over time consciousness will settle lower in the inverted pyramid unless a sustained
effort is made by the affected Unit to increase, or at least maintain, the level.  The reason for this
is a gravitational-type force that works to reduce consciousness.  (See the paragraphs on
misconsciousness starting with 4.7 below).

4.5.2 [1] However, once a level of consciousness is attained, even if lost it can be quickly
regained unless extensive time has elapsed since the level was lost.  Still, it is easier to regain a
level, no matter how long since lost, than it is to attain a new level.
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4.6 [1] NEW LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS INVARIABLY RESULT IN A
SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE IN THE VIEWPOINT AND REALITY OF A
LIFE UNIT.

4.6.1 [1] Though the new level diminishes some Life Force potential by removing the Life Unit
further from Meta-Consciousness, it makes it easier for the Unit to maintain former stages of
consciousness.

4.6.2 [1] The most stable level held by a Life Unit is somewhat below the highest level attained.
 This "most stable" level rises at close to the same rate as any increase in the highest level of
consciousness attained.  It may rise disproportionately more or less.

4.6.3 [1] THE HIGHER THE STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS THE MORE FRAGILE IT
BECOMES, FOR CONSCIOUSNESS IS, AFTER ALL, AN ARTIFICIAL STRUCTURE
BUILT HIGH ABOVE ITS FOUNDATION, LIFE FORCE AND META-CONSCIOUSNESS.

4.7 [1] MISCONSCIOUSNESS IS AN OPPOSITE TWIN OF
CONSCIOUSNESS.

4.7.1 [1] Misconsciousness is derived from "Unknowable" and is also a pyramid, but its apex is
the Life Unit and its base, or lowest point, extends down into the intellectual programming of
"Unknowable."

4.7.2 [1] A gravitational force is also at work in misconsciousness, but it acts to siphon a Life
Unit’s consciousness and awareness down toward the control of "Unknowable."

4.7.2.1 [1] This siphoning, or gravitational force, negates much of the power and benefit
derived by a Unit from increases in consciousness.

4.7.2.2 [1] Thus a participating Life Unit, in order to maintain individuality and independence,
and strength of will, must work against a gravitational force that keeps attained consciousness
low and the effects of misconsciousness high.

4.7.3 [1] BRAINWASHING is a tool of the misconscious.  Its aspect is the changing of
viewpoint and reality of a Life Unit without increasing its consciousness level and usually
results in lowered consciousness.

4.7.3.1 [1] Brainwashing exists where a powerful WILL dictates the overall belief and direction
of Life Units against their own desires.

4.7.3.2 [1] Brainwashing replaces self-directed consciousness with enforced consciousness, or
misconsciousness, by overwhelming the Unit’s self determination.

4.7.3.3 [1] Ease of brainwashing is proportional to the number of Life Units immediately
influenced by an input (or impact).  The larger the mass of Life Units, the more easily it is
controlled. This is because there is a tendency for a gathering of Life Units to form a group
consciousness. This consciousness grows in sway as the size of the group increases, taking on a
will of its own that can be directed by small impulses.
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4.7.4 [1] Whatever "Unknowable" or misconsciousness can do to Life Units, Life Units can do
to themselves and each other.

4.7.5 [1] The higher the misconsciousness of a Life Unit, the more power "Unknowable" has
over the Unit and the more intradimensional power the Unit can wield.  This power emanates
from "Unknowable."

4.7.6 [1] GREED (covetousness) is a basic and fundamental impetus, and primary conduit of
the powerful influence exerted by misconsciousness.  Greed connects to Life Units through its
correlation with "nurture."  (See also Section 3.12, Page 16, for more regarding nurture.)

4.7.6.1 [2] Greed is the plug that connects misconsciousness with "Unknowable," but this fact
is hidden in the intellectual programming of "Unknowable."

4.7.6.2 [1] Greed finds its source within "Unknowable’s" self-protection mechanism and is a
form of that force that is basic to "Unknowable" itself, i.e., fear of non-survival.

4.7.6.3 [1] Greed is especially potent in that it "appears" to be part of the original package
agreed to by each participating Life Unit when entering the Theme.

4.7.6.3.1 [2] This tacit belief in the original consent to the parameters of greed works to negate
altruistic counter-efforts, regardless of intent.

4.7.6.3.2 [2] Non-participating Life Units finding themselves in a Theme are not forced to
adhere to the tenets of greed.  Frequently, however, they succumb to greed anyway.  One
contributing reason is they are surrounded by the brainwashing effects continually created by
misconsciousness within the surrounding participant Life Units.

4.7.6.4 [1] Vices are those idiosyncrasies, quirks, etc., that weaken Life Units and reduce their
ability to rise above misconsciousness and succeed at increasing consciousness.  (See 4.7.6.4.4
below for a list of seven deadly sins.  See 4.7.6.4.5 for a list of the seven virtues.)

4.7.6.4.1 [1] Vices are the points by which misconsciousness, and its parent "Unknowable,"
attach to the Life Unit.

4.7.6.4.2 [1] Through these points, "Unknowable" can maneuver the Life Unit and affect its
behavior, even its ultimate fate.

4.7.6.4.3 [1] Rogues who wish not to be participants may still fall victim to "Unknowable" by
accepting vices that automatically connect them with misconsciousness.  From the point of
connection they can be maneuvered, through the vices, by "Unknowable."

4.7.6.4.4 [1] The seven deadly sins, or vices, are:

4.7.6.4.4.1 Anger (see also Hate, Section 3.13, Page 18)

4.7.6.4.4.2 Covetousness

4.7.6.4.4.3 Envy

4.7.6.4.4.4 Gluttony

4.7.6.4.4.5 Lust
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4.7.6.4.4.6 Pride

4.7.6.4.4.7 Sloth

4.7.6.4.5 [1] The seven deadly sins are countered by the seven virtues, which are:

4.7.6.4.5.1 The three Theological Virtues:

4.7.6.4.5.1.1 Faith

4.7.6.4.5.1.2 Hope

4.7.6.4.5.1.3 Charity (or Love; see Nurture, Section 3.12, Page 16)

4.7.6.4.5.2 The four Cardinal Virtues:

4.7.6.4.5.2.1 Prudence

4.7.6.4.5.2.2 Justice

4.7.6.4.5.2.3 Fortitude

4.7.6.4.5.2.4 Temperance
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5. META-ELECTRICITY and METAPHYSICAL REALM

5.1 [2] METAPHYSICAL REALM IS THE CONNECTING AREA
BETWEEN, AND OVERLAPS, META-CONSCIOUSNESS AND
MANIFESTED DIMENSIONS.

5.2 [1] META-ELECTRICITY INCLUDES THE SPECTRUM OF
PARTICLES THAT ARE THE BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS OF ANY
DIMENSION OR UNIVERSE, AN AMALGAM OF THOUGHT AND
MATTER, UNDER KNOWING OR UNKNOWING CONTROL OF LIFE
FORCE AND LIFE UNITS.

5.2.1 [1] Meta-Electricity is the connecting force between, and consists of common properties
of, both the manifested dimensions, with their groupings under relativities called universes, and
the metaphysical realm, which itself is tied into Meta-Consciousness and Life Force.

5.2.2 [2] Meta-Electricity is the finest energy in the manifested dimensions and is the coarsest
energy in metaphysics.

5.2.3 [1] In the manifested dimensions and their universes, Meta-Electricity provides the initial
impetus for atomic, and all the many layers of subatomic cohesion, structure and interaction,
and is the source and catalyst of all latent energies in a universe.

5.2.4 [1] Meta-Electricity delineates absolute forms in each dimension and itself contains a
modicum of "meaning" or "significance," because Meta-Electricity is constantly generated by
Life as a byproduct of thought.

5.2.4.1 [2] THOUGHT PHENOMENA OCCURS IN THE METAPHYSICAL REALM.  THE
MEANING OR SIGNIFICANCE FOUND AS PART OF META-ELECTRICITY IS OF LOW
ORDER AND EASILY OVERPOWERED BY ANOTHER DETERMINISM OR FORCE
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VECTOR.  ALSO, "MEANING" IS MINUTELY PARTICULATE IN THE METAPHYSICAL
REALM.

5.2.4.1.1 [2] Similar "thoughts" clump together, giving them impetus and power, increasing
their scope, and leading to potential "ideas."  It is this power that underlies basic evolution of
matter, forms and concepts in manifested dimensions in as much as it affects (inspires) Life
Units and Beings.

5.2.4.1.2 [2] Because the significance in thought tends to cohere, Meta-Electricity also has a
tendency to collect into packages based on similarity of "significance."

5.2.5 [2] As mass increases, gravitational forces play an ever larger part in grouping Meta-
Electricity, overwhelming the inherently weak attraction of original "significance" held in
common.  Whatever mass results from such a gravitational collection tends to have its own
significance made as a composite, or patchwork, of all the included meanings.  The larger the
mass, and the more significances are included, the more confused becomes the composite
meaning until the vectors are virtually untraceable.  Any possible sense disappears into pure
confusion.  However, significance of forms created by Life using Meta-Electricity is still a
possibility.  Thus artificial meaning gets superimposed.

5.2.6 [1] Life Units continuously create Meta-Electricity on a scale corresponding to their
tapped portion of Life Force and degree of reach into the metaphysical realm.

5.2.6.1 [1] Astral bodies are Meta-Electrical, acting as devices of remote control between Life
Units and whatever they animate within dimensions.  Astral bodies can exist without
dimensional life structures.  But without being fine tuned, astral bodies cannot be used to control
or maneuver either living or nonliving objects.

5.2.6.2 [1] Fine tuning of astral bodies is an art and/or skill that gives the user access to vast
dimensions, since Meta-Electricity can move between dimensions with ease.

5.2.6.3 [1] Improper use of this fine tuning skill, either done uncontrollably, unknowingly, or
with evil purpose ultimately can be disadvantageous to self and others.

5.2.6.3.1 [1] Because fine tuning can be done of other Life Units’ astral bodies, a Life Unit
could fine tune that of other Units, thus usurping from them some of their sovereignty or self
control.  (Parents and other beings try endlessly to fine tune others, especially children, to their
own way of thinking and acting.  They don’t know what they are doing -- or do they?)

5.2.6.3.2 [1] The danger to Life Units abusing this skill against others is reduction or loss of
self esteem, integrity, and even the skill, itself.

5.2.7 [2] In Themes, Meta-Electricity is to a high degree controlled, but never created, by
"Unknowable."

5.3  [1] FUTURE IS COMPOSED OF THE META-ELECTRICAL 
INTERACTION BETWEEN THE PRESENT AND ALL UNRESOLVED 
INCIDENTS OF THE PAST, IN A FRAMEWORK THAT IS DEVISED
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AND POLICED BY "UNKNOWABLE." (See the next chapter for additional 
information about “Unknowable.”)
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6. "UNKNOWABLE"

6.1 [1] UPON THE NOW AND FUTURE IS WRITTEN THE ONLY
ACCURATE ACCOUNT OF THE PAST.

6.1.1 [1] The true account of the past is vulnerable, during its historical notation, to being
tampered with and altered by different, sometimes conflicting, points of view, and interests that
would rather not have the truth known.

6.1.2 [1] Because many problems of the present and past are misrepresented, they remain
unresolved.  This peculiarity contributes to the future by promoting similar circumstances being
repeated again through the instrument of "Unknowable."  Thus history repeats itself.

6.2 [1] THE GOAL OF "UNKNOWABLE" IS TO PLAN, PROGRAM AND
EXECUTE WELL RUN THEMES, POSING SIMILAR PROBLEMS AND
INCIDENTS TO THOSE LEFT UNRESOLVED BY PREVIOUS THEMES
AND THEIR LIFE UNIT PARTICIPANTS, TO BE RESOLVED IN THE
EVER CONTINUING PRESENT TIME.

6.3 [1] "UNKNOWABLE" IS CHIEFLY A MECHANICAL DEVICE THAT
USES THE POWERS SURRENDERED TO IT BY PARTICIPANT LIFE
UNITS TO FILL ITS ENERGY AND COMPLIANCE NEEDS.

6.4 [1] "UNKNOWABLE," THROUGH A MIXTURE OF USURPATION
AND WILLING AGREEMENT BY LIFE UNITS, HAS MADE ITSELF
BASIC TO THE MECHANICAL WORKINGS OF DIMENSIONS AND
UNIVERSES.  IT EXISTS IN THE METAPHYSICAL REALM.

6.4.1 [1] "Unknowable" is enveloped in a veil of secrecy, accessible to all but not where they
look.  Its motto is "Don’t look over here!"
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6.4.2 [1] If approached too closely, "Unknowable" automatically evades and may invoke
violence. (See the axiom of the “Unknowable’s” Defense Department, Section 3.9.2, Page 15.)

6.4.3 [2] Occasionally, secrets of "Unknowable" are revealed through invasions by an
intelligent being whose mind inadvertently (seldom deliberately) stumbles upon inroads.

6.4.3.1 [2] Such inroads, depending on extent and suddenness, may bring about unpredictable,
even cataclysmic consequences.  Symmetry necessary for the existence of biological life may be
disrupted, mutated, or destroyed.

6.4.3.2 [2] The extent of damage to existing dimensions, universes and biological life would
depend on whether part or all of "Unknowable's" mechanism was incapacitated due to the
disclosures.

6.4.3.3 [2] Small inroads made over long spans of time cushions blows to "Unknowable's"
mechanism.

6.4.3.3.1 [2] Usurped natural functions, dissolved from the hidden structure of “Unknowable”
due to disclosure, revert back to their original Life Force attribute status.

6.4.3.3.2 [3] All other functions dissolved due to disclosure may continue to the degree they
have become part of affected Life Units' thought patterns and cultures.

6.4.3.4 [2] THERE ARE LIFE UNITS, OR BEINGS, WHO REGULARLY NAVIGATE
THROUGH A MAZE OF INROADS INTO "UNKNOWABLE" AND HAVE BASIC KEYS.

6.4.3.4.1 [2] These Life Units, when they appear, do so only to responsible, intelligent beings
who have progressed sufficiently to warrant trust in their ability to handle monumental
disclosures.  Most of these Enlightened ones are Supreme Priests and come from the Great
Oracle.

6.4.3.4.2 [2] Life Units know there are paths to Enlightenment.  Some have abandoned the
search, while others follow whoever is able to win their confidence, or convinces them the most
thoroughly onto a path.

6.4.3.4.3 [2] To every mentor whose insight is genuine there are many others with reasons for
leading that are less than honorable or, though honorable in intent are nonetheless benighted.

6.4.3.4.4 [2] It depends on the initial Enlightenment of each person, coupled with a heavy dose
of serendipity, whom they look to and end up with for guidance.

6.5 [2] "UNKNOWABLE" WAS SET UP AS A PAN-DIMENSIONAL AND
PAN-UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENT, ANCHORED IN, AND RECEIVING
ITS IMPETUS FROM, THE METAPHYSICAL REALM, WITH THE
ORIGINAL PURPOSE TO ENSURE A STEADY AND RELIABLE
FUTURE.

6.5.1 [2] Within "Unknowable's" constitution lies the plots and patterns for the various
dimensions and universes, and the comparable rules governing many aspects of Life Units,
themselves, which fall under its jurisdiction.
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6.5.2 [2] All Life Units entering into "Unknowable’s" jurisdiction do so under their own free
will, at least originally.  As part of their initial agreement they subject themselves to the dictates
of the governing rules and regulations.

6.5.3 [2] Participant Life Units must surrender most control of their futures when entering into
alliance with whatever form they will be taking in their chosen dimension and universe as part
of an "Unknowable" Theme.

6.5.4 [2] Each dimension and universe has inherently built into it a basic time clock of events
as plotted out through the automatic interaction between the present and a set of unresolved
incidents of the past.

6.6 [1] "UNKNOWABLE" COLLECTS INFORMATION, ASSIGNS
THESES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF FUTURES, CALLED THEMES, AND
FEEDS THESE THEMES INTO THE PARTICULAR DIMENSION’S OR
UNIVERSE’S TIME CLOCK.

[1] THE THEME’S CLOCK BREAKS THE BASIC THEME DOWN
INTO INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE EVENTS, ASSIGNING
TASKS THAT NEED TO BE CARRIED OUT BY LIFE UNITS.

6.6.1 [1] Participant Life Units assume assigned tasks and begin gaining knowledge and
understanding of their roles.

6.6.2 [1] To be at the right place at the right time to carry out their various missions, Life Units
must enter their respective dimensions at precisely the right moment.  Timing, once again, is
regulated by the Theme’s clock.

6.6.3 [1] FROM THE POINT OF IT ENTERING A THEME, MOST OF A LIFE UNIT’S
PERSONAL FORCE IS CHANNELED AWAY FROM ITS SELF-DETERMINED USE AND
ABSORBED BY "UNKNOWABLE" TO USE AS FUEL AND TO ENFORCE CONTINUED
COMPLIANCE.

6.6.3.1 [1] In exchange for taking away Life Units’ personal force, "Unknowable" keeps the
components of the Theme in line and moving smoothly so as to ensure the desired end results.

6.6.3.2 [1] A department exists within "Unknowable" that has the machinery used to police
Themes.  THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF THE ENFORCEMENT DEPARTMENT IS
UNANIMOUS, TACIT CONSENT BY ALL PARTICIPANT LIFE UNITS.

6.6.3.2.1 [1] This department ferrets out rogue Life Units who have gotten themselves into
Theme dramatizations for the purpose, or with the consequence, of changing an outcome.

6.6.3.2.2 [1] Among this department’s special weapons are "sleepers."  Although sleepers have
little significance in the Theme’s dramatization, they are at the beck and call of "Unknowable" if
needed to eliminate a threat.

6.6.3.2.2.1 [1] Through sleepers, "Unknowable" can discredit or in other ways eliminate effects
that are contrary to the Theme’s purpose.
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6.6.3.2.2.2 [1] Sleepers are also used by "Unknowable" as backup principle participants in the
Theme.  They can be quickly activated to continue roles should something happen to original
participants rendering them unable to fulfill their assignments.

6.6.3.2.2.3 [1] A PURGE, OR POGROM, IS WHEN "UNKNOWABLE" CONDUCTS AN
ALL-OUT EFFORT TO REMOVE ALL NON-THEME ELEMENTS.

6.6.4 [1] Becoming a rogue or enrolling as an Initiate with the Great Oracle are a Life Unit’s
only alternatives to following the patterns set before them by "Unknowable," once they have
agreed to be participants.  Suicide is merely an interruption or postponement.  Yet, what are
alternatives and what are roles in a Theme cannot always be easily distinguished.

6.7 [1] AS ONE OF ITS FUNCTIONS, "UNKNOWABLE" BROADCASTS
PROGRAMMING DATA TO BE INTERPRETED INTO ACTION BY
PARTICIPANT LIFE UNITS.

6.7.1 [2] The wavelengths of these broadcasts determine which dimensions’ Life Units they
influence.  The message broadcasts are Metaphysical and thus not detectable by instruments
other than through Life Force perception attributes of Life Units.

6.7.2 [1] Since each Life Unit is originally formed around a thought, "Unknowable" affects
these Units by varying and otherwise altering the basic thought.  (For additional information on
Life Units forming around a thought, see Page 13, starting Paragraph 3.4).

6.7.2.1 [1] Altering a basic thought is done by distorting it and then reclarifying it different
from the original.  Another method is totally replacing the significance, either permanently or
temporarily, with another.

6.7.2.2 [2] Life Units have little defense against the alteration of their basic thought.  Being
participants, they have surrendered their personal force, relinquished their sovereignty and, to
some degree, undermined their integrity.

6.7.2.3 [1] A participant Life Unit has the inherent Life Force ability to alter or change its own
basic thought, or self, but is not made aware of this fact because THIS is the main Achilles Heel
of "Unknowable."

6.7.2.3.1 [1] A Life Unit is made to believe it is formed BY the basic thought instead of vice
versa, and this belief, promoted through prolonged spans of time, becomes accepted as
indisputable fact.

6.7.2.3.2 [1] Brainwashed into believing it cannot affect or effect its own basic thought, a
participant Life Unit is convinced that if the thought changes, so must it.  This abets the
brainwashed Life Unit in remaining the total effect of its own basic thought and subject to
changes thereof, thus facilitating the comfortable sensation of being irresponsible for its actions
and fate.

6.7.3 [1] Participant Life Units act almost completely at the whim of "Unknowable" and its
Theme clock, with possible variations caused by influence from rogue Life Units, Supreme
Priests, or accessing of their own residual, extant Life Force potential.
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6.8 [1] ALTHOUGH IT IS LIFE FORCE AND ITS STRIVING FOR
GREATER AWARENESS THAT ORIGINALLY CREATES DIMENSIONS,
"UNKNOWABLE" PARROTS THE WAVELENGTHS OF EACH
DIMENSION IN MUCH THE SAME WAY AS AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE
MIGHT RECORD AND PLAY BACK MUSIC.

6.8.1 [1] "Unknowable" synthesizes these dimensional wavelengths for its own purposes using
Life Force attributes surrendered to it by participating Life Units.

6.8.2 [1] Thus what starts out in purity, and with its own integrity of purpose, is virtually taken
over and commercialized by "Unknowable," for use by its participating Life Units at the expense
of their own innate powers and integrity.

6.8.2.1 [1] "Unknowable," in its ever expanding attempts at self-protection, does all within its
scope to ensure that Life Units remain benighted about the actual extent of their powers and
abilities.  (For additional information on this defense mechanism, see Paragraph 6.6.3.2 and its
subordinate paragraphs.)

6.8.2.2 [1] As a non-life entity, its machinery animated by Life attributes, "Unknowable" knows
that as long as one Life Unit is aware of its many abilities, "Unknowable" will remain
imminently threatened.

6.9 [1] THE TERM "UNKNOWABLE" IS MEANT TO IMPLY THAT
LIFE UNIT PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED IN A THEME ARE NOT
MEANT TO FATHOM ITS WORKINGS, UNDERSTAND ITS PURPOSES,
OR EVEN COGNATE ON ITS EXISTENCE.

6.9.1 [2] Participant Life Units are only to carry out their individual roles.

6.9.2 [1] Eventually, as Life Units lose the knowledge that they are participants in Themes, they
substitute delusions, superstitions, religions or other philosophies for genuine knowledge of
higher states and the way things really are.

6.9.2.1 [1] "Unknowable" and its agents work heavily in promoting any concepts that veer
attention away from the actuality of its workings.

6.9.2.2 [1] When a philosophy or religion approaches too closely to knowledge of the workings
of "Unknowable," soon there will come the agents of the Enforcement Department.  They will
infiltrate and work for however long it takes to corrupt, decentralize and dissipate the movement
or idea, or until it is reformed into something more in-line with "Unknowable" interests and less
a threat.  THIS PHENOMENON IS INEVITABLE.  (For more information on the Enforcement
Department, see Paragraph 6.6.3.2).

6.10 [1] THE BASIC FLAW IN THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT AND DESIGN
OF "UNKNOWABLE" IS THAT IT FUNCTIONS ON A PURELY
MECHANICAL PREMISE.  IMPORTANT THINGS WERE NOT TAKEN
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INTO ACCOUNT DURING "UNKNOWABLE’S" CONSTRUCTION AND
ACTIVATION.

6.10.1 [1] Certainly not the least of these oversights was the possibility that such a rigid and
pervasive mechanism might one day rob Life Units of their entire self-determinism and
ultimately of their inherent capabilities for "awareness without intervention."

6.10.2 [1] Also unforeseen was an ultimate, anticlimactic debacle brought about by a totally
chaotic confusion of Themes, participants, Supreme Priests, unholy hordes, and "Unknowable"
with its Defense and Enforcement Department constantly mobilized and disruptive, all out of
control.

6.11 [1] IN WHATEVER DIMENSION OR UNIVERSE IT CALLS HOME,
A LIFE UNIT LABELED AS PARENT OR SPONSOR IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR ENSURING PROPER THEME PARTICIPATION BY THEIR
YOUNG, OR CHARGE.

6.11.1 [1] The parent or sponsor mainly ensures proper Theme participation by use of the
control mechanism called "love," which is, by this definition, a craving for security requited
only upon fulfilling demands for compliance.  (For information about genuine Life Force
potential love, see Paragraph 3.11).

6.11.1.1 [1] Love, as a pure, altruistic and aesthetic concept, does not exist as part of any
Theme.

6.11.1.2 [1] Love, as security/compliance control mechanism, is simply a tool that is often
sugar coated and otherwise drenched in mystery.

6.11.1.3 [1] Love, with its Theme definition and purpose, roots deeply into the core of
"Unknowable" and is itself a basic stimulator, used by both "Unknowable" and participants.

6.11.2 [2] MATURITY IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL THAT CAN BE OBTAINED BY A
PARTICIPANT AS SUCH.  IT DENOTES THE HIGHEST DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR
ROLE.
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6.12 [1] ANY POLITICAL ENTITY IS EITHER INITIALLY OR
EVENTUALLY GROOMED TO BE AN ORGAN OF "UNKNOWABLE." 
IT IS OFTEN "VICE," "GREED" OR "HATE" THAT MAKES THE
CONNECTION THROUGH MISCONSCIOUSNESS.  (For information on
"vice" and "greed," see Section  4.7.6, starting Page 24.  For "hate," see
Section 3.13, starting Page 18.  Misconsciousness is discussed in Section  4.7,
starting Page 23.)

6.13 [3] THE WAY "UNKNOWABLE" HAS BEEN SET UP, IT IS NOT
TRUE THAT GOOD, ON ITS OWN MERITS, ALWAYS PREVAILS OVER
EVIL

6.13.1 [3] Everything being relative, evils work to counteract each other which, in the long run,
can bring about good results.

* * * * * * * * * * End * * * * * * * * * *


